Donors and Supporters FY2020
July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020

$100,000+
City of Portland
Meyer Memorial Trust
Oregon Charitable Checkoff Program
Oregon Housing and Community Services
Portland Housing Bureau
The Standard

$50,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
Demorest Family Foundation
Chris and Lana Finley
David and Katie Gold
HEDCO Foundation
IKEA
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
James and Melanie Milner
OCF Joseph E. Weston Public Foundation
Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Oregon
RMF Foundation
Valspar
David and Christine Vernier

$25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous
Bank of America
Steve and Dennel Beadnell
Tom and Molly Clarey
Michelle and Antonio Da Rosa
Executive Forum
Federal Home Loan Bank
Ian and Michele Gordon
Guild Mortgage
Henry Lea Hillman, Jr. Foundation
Jim and Sue's Community Fund
Lang-Svendgard Family Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation
Susan Near
The Firstenburg Foundation
The Greenbrier Companies
The Law Office of Michelle D. Da Rosa
Jeanette and Kevin Thomas
Wells Fargo
Zidell Family Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
Acme Construction Supply Co.
Ann J. & William Swindells Fund
Avangrid
Banner Bank
Becker Capital Management
Tim and Mary Boyle Charitable Trust

CBRE
Julie Chapman
Clark Foundation
Truman Collins
Crooke Family Charitable Fund
Daimler Trucks North America LLC
DELD Family Foundation
Directors Mortgage
Dunn Carney LLP
Kari Easton and Tom Koehler
William and Tammy Ellis
ESCO Foundation
First Republic Bank
Elizabeth and Michael Fitzpatrick
General Motors
H&R Block
Noma Hanlon and Gail Snow
Hasson Company Realtors
Scot Johnston
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Kidder Mathews
Andrea King
Joanna Lee
Nancy Lee
Julie Leuvrey
Judge Malcolm F. Marsh
Lauren Matoszuk
Rex and Joan Medlen
NBP Capital, LLC
Ned and Sir Hayes Family Fund of OCF
Mark New and Robin Snyder
Nike Inc.
Lauren Noecker Robert and Christian Robert
Owens Corning
Parr Lumber Company
Paulson Coletti Trial Attorneys PC
Rejuvenation Inc.
Sabrina Rotkovitz and Leslie Johnson
Schneider Electric/Square D
Christiana Smith Shi
Darci and Charlie Swindells
US Bank
Verde
Westminster Presbyterian Church
Wheeler Foundation
Whirlpool

$5,000 - $9,999
Advantis Credit Union
AKS Engineering & Forestry, LLC
Leigh and Trevor Allen
Jonathan and Deanne Ater

AWS Elemental
Megan and Tommy Banta
Rick and Joyce Beadnell
Benjamin and Elaine Whiteley Family Fund of the OCF
Jonathan and Julie Bennett
Rich and Elise Brown
Building Owners and Managers Association of Oregon
Charles and Molly Burns
Coho Electric
Collins Foundation
Gary and Penny Combs
Kari and Trask Court
Jinx Faulkner and Paul Koehler
Fidelity National Title
Yasmine Foroud
Julie Frantz
Ronald and Nancy Gronowski
Vivian Headings
Dawn and Scott Holden
Kaiser Permanente
Jennie Kalberer
Brian and Kate Kegg
Peter Koehler and Noel Hanlon
Lacrosse - Danner Boots
LEVOLOR
Tim and Kathryn Mahaffy
Janeen and Malcolm McAninch
Sharon and Earl Mershon
Steven and April Messinetti
Bradley Miller
Jill Nasser
Janell and Mark Niemann-Ross
Robert and Beth Nist
Paris Group Realty
Peterson Family Trust
Jennifer Quist
Cathy Reines
Robert and Marilyn Ridges
Mark Rittenbaum
Dianne Rodway and John Becker
Rotary Club of Portland
SAIF
Brian and Jennifer Simmons
Amy and Carl Singmaster
Natalie Smith
Frederick and Christy Staats
SurveyMonkey, LLC
Michael and Jennifer Tanguay
Thrivent Financial
Toyota Motor Sales, USA
Travelers Insurance
Tobi Travis
U.S. HUD Self-Help Homeownership Opportunity Program
Donna Wardenaar
Amy Wester
Jennifer Young
Jay and Diane Zidell
Paul Zimmerman and Sandi Serling

$1,000 - $4,999
Doug Adams
Reed Adamson and Robert Koch
Carolyn Akimseu
Alaska Airlines
Gary and Lisa Albert
Stacy M. Allison
Sophie Alweis and Lance Grebner
Phillip Anderson
Anonymous
Arenas Del Mar
Alex Arreguin
Isaura Ascensio
Tracey and Thomas Askew
Ray and Jean Auel
Aurora Colony Visitors Association
Austin Barks, LLC
Autodesk
Mary and Stephen Bach
Dr. Bob Bailey and Marla McNary
Greg and Barbara Baker
Erin and Ryan Bakken
Kathleen Balmer
Gary and Karen Balo
Kevin and Maggie Bangston
Kenneth and Sylvia Bardsley
Friedrich and Annette Baumann
Eugene and Debra Bean
Toija and William Beutler
Kabir and Neelam Bhatia
Cindy and Jeff Bieker
Biotronik Inc.
Susan Bishop
Randy and Kimberley Boehm
Boeing Portland
Nat and Crystal Borchers
Jim and Barbara Boyer
Shayne and Jill Bradley
Brenda Brischetto and Evan Saulino
Mary and Patrick Brophy
Broughton and Mary Bishop Foundation
Nick Brown and Darcie Bernier
Brown Family Fund of the OCF
Terri and Dan Browning
Evans Bryan
Bruce and Janet Burmeister
Scott and Glenda Burns
Katharine and Alan Cahn
Russell and Dawn Campbell
Campbell Global, LLC
Louis Cantor
CarMax
Augusto and Carissa Carvalho Dias Carneiro
Darlene Chirman
Elizabeth Christy Taylor
Melanie Chuong
Clackamas County Bank
Patrick Clancy and Beth Caruso
Nan Clark
Clasique Floors + Tile
Sean Coll
Colliers International
Deanna Conoscenti
Timothy and Deidre Conway
Larry Cooper
Debora and Adam Cox
Steve C. Cox and Vikki Mee
John Crabbe and Jeri Janowsky
Mark and Angela Crandall
Steve Crew and Jennifer James
Bill Cunningham
Carol and James Cure
Diane Davis
Sharon Dawson
Donna and Steve Deacon
Randy and Cyndi Deportolli
Debbie Degener and Nathan Frye
James and Theresa Debele
Peter T. Detchon
Blake Devin
George and Paula Diamond
Al Didier and Sherry Holley
Disneyland Resort
Richard and Marita Dracott
Ryan Dutli
Ken and Annie Edwards
Tony Edwards
Katherine Elliott and Robert Greaves
Karen Ellmers
Catherine and James Elting
Ronald Emig
Tatiana Axionoff Estate
John and Marilyn Faherty
Bradley Farmer
Jeffrey Feiffer
Richard and Sharon Firsich
Misha Fitzwater
Siobhan Flanigan and Brian Devlin
Brad Fletcher
Jessica Flores and Bradley Barringer
Robert Fojtasek
Eileen and Erik Frack
Kirstin Fredrickson
Roger and Jean Fuchs
Owen S. Gabbert
Sally and Patricia Gardner
Gensler
Melissa E. George
Richard F. Gibson and Carol Peterkort
Michele Giddings
Alyda Gilkey
Laura Gleason
Neil and Diana Goldschmidt
Zo Gonzales
Amy Graves
Stanley Gray
Dr. Ronald Grewenow
Sarah Griffith
John and Mary Grossi
Robert Grover
Pamela Gurnari
Habitat for Humanity International
Diana Harris
Harsch Investment Properties LLC
Mike and Rochelle Hart
Candace and Jay Hart
Brad and Susan Hathaway
HB Design
Jelly Helm
Peri Henderson
Shirley and Chuck Herrick
Charles and Colleen Hess
Kathleen Hillman
Maryanne and David Holman
Home Depot
Intel Corporation
Intel Foundation
David Irving
Jake and Pam Jacobs
JE Dunn Construction
James and Deborah Johnson
Lesley and George Johnson
Janet Jones
Philip Kalberer
Kalberer Company
Karl Von Frieling Foundation
Tom Kelly and Barbara Woodford
Erika J. Kennel
Shon Kim and Susan Barr Harris
Ms. Tina C. King and Bethany Sebesta
Natalia King and Christopher Zinn
David and Virginia Kingsbury
Vernon and Mildred Kirstein
Peter and Hannah Kramer
Philipp and Rachel Kupfer
Edward Labinowicz
Rebecca Langdon
Daniel Larson
Lawson Family Fund
Leatherman Tool Group Inc.
Leonetti-Moon Family Trust Fund of The OCF
Leveling the Field Fund, Norm and Kathy Baer
Matthew and Cindy Lewis
Lewis Charitable Fund
Anne and Craig Lindsay
John W. Littlehales
Janet Loewen
Steve and Sally Logan
David Lorenzen
Lowe's
Cameron Maclean
Scott Madsen
Peggy Maguire
John and Linda Mahaffy
Catherine Mansfield
Richard and Elizabeth Marantz
Greg Matto
Ruth and Craig McClanahan
Patricia and Donald McConnell
Michael and Shelley McCoy
Marcia McKeen
Julie McKee
Addi R. Mercer
Senator Jeffrey Merkley and Mary Sorteberg
James and Jennifer Meurer
Microsoft Corporation
Abby Miller
Melissa Miller
Trevor Milllund
Charles and Frances Moore
Kenneth Moran and Amy Wayson
Joseph Morgan
Patricia Morris-Rader
Dina Morse
Roy and Joyce Mullen
Victor Muniz
Margaret and Clarence Myers
Neil Kelly Company
Susan Nettelbeck
New Relic
Larry and Lisa Norman
Jennifer Nydahl
OnPoint Community Credit Union
Oregon Association of REALTORS
Oregon Mortgage Lenders Association
Oregon State Employees Charitable Fund Drive
Oregon-Idaho Conference of The United Methodist Church
Milo and Beverly Ormseth
Margaret and Marianne O’Rourke
Jennifer Overbay
Tracy Owen
Pacific Power Foundation
Barbara Palmer
Jane S. Paulson and Helen White
PECO Manufacturing
Nancy Peterson
Dorothy Piacentini
Donna Pierleoni
Jeanette Pontius
Por Que No?
Portland Firefighters Association
Portland General Electric Company
Grant and Tara Poujade
Providence Health & Services
Lorene Quist
R.H. Parker/ United Foundation
Dineve Ramirez
Ameen and Cynthia Ramzy
Sue Randall
Bonnie and Peter Reagan
Ron and Laura Rentfrow
Republic Services
Resurrection Lutheran Church
Joshua and Chelsia Rief
John and Caroleigh Robinson
Rockwell Collins
Rose City Park Presbyterian Church
Ryan Ross and Robbie Kruthoff
Cheryl Russell
Hilary Russell
Salesforce.com Foundation
Martin and Maggie Samuelson
Gertrude and Stephen Sargent
Tom and Anna Maria Savinar
Michelle Schmidt
Garry and Katherine Schuman
William C. Scott and Mary K. Thompson
Carol and Lewis Seagraves
David Sheen
Robyn and Kemp Shuey
Simple Banking
Peter and Margaret Simpson
Skanska USA Building
Jaymi and Francis Sladen
Gordon Sondland and Katy Durant
Robert T. Speltz and Dwight P. Adkins
Lee Spiker
Dave and Elizabeth Squire
Emily Starkey
Marybeth Stiner
Kate and Danny Sullivan
Susnjar Family Charitable Trust
Matt M. Tackett
Joan Taylor
The Gary and Linda Pope Family Fund
The Molly Boyle Family Fund
The Ned and Carol Randell Fund
The Neidig Family Charitable Foundation
The Oregon Community Foundation
The Partners Group, LTD
The Schmidtz Foundation
Laurie and Kent Thomas
Cholee Thompson
Dean Tilles and Allyson Nolte Tilles
Olimpia Trusty-Sojka
UBS Financial Services
Timothy and Betsey Ullom
Umpqua Bank Charitable Foundation
Union Bank
United Rentals
David Valdivinos
Shannon and Jason Van Horn
James and Julie Van Nest
Jasmine and Jon Vaughan
Vibrant Table Catering & Events
L Susan Vischer
Walsh Construction Co.
Ruth Warbington and Richard Hausken
Jennifer and Bill Waters
Jo Ann Weaver
Jeffrey Weeks and Ann Anthony
Mona Westhaver
Dennis White
Jeffrey Wihllo
William Wilson Architects
Sally and Larry Wilson
Judith Winegar
Greg Winklesky
Edmund Wolak
Karen Wolf
Jill Woodward
Merri Wyatt
Anne Yoo
Liz Young
Susan M. Zeidler and Leo D. Frishberg
Zidell Marine Corporation

$500 - $999
Ace Hotel Portland
Carole Alexander
Ameriprise Financial Services, INC.
Kristal and Todd Anderson
Kathleen Anderson
Linda and Scott Andrews
Kenneth Antell
Jeanne Arbow
Atlantic
Gaile and Don Baack
Fred and Dianna Bachofner
Robert and Carol Baird
Sally Baker
Gail Baker
Susan Barnett
Emily Barrett
Tom Becic
Mary Becnel
Rachel Beohm
Mirjami and Eric Bergman
Henry and Sandy Berry
Gavin Bjork
Nancy Bley
Corlene Blue
Richard and Roberta Bond
Joe Boyle and Katie Boyle
Bryan Boyle
Denise Briggs
Marsha Brockmeyer
Megan Brown
Allison Buchman
Mary and Al Bullard
Mason Byles and Linda Archibald
Nina and Reuben Byrdowski
Thomas Calvert
Judith Campbell
Blair and Nicole Carlson
Julie Carter
Lynn Carver
Ruth Cascade
Charles and Christine Chapman
John and Lou Chapman
Greg Chapman
James Chasse
Trey Childs
Joan Childs and Jerry Zaret
John and Rose Christiansen
Cisco Systems, Inc
Joyce and David Clark
Arthur and Willa Clauising
Barbara Cohn
Jeremy Cook
Melissa Corsetti
Anne and Jack Cowper
Jeff and Kim Cox
Michael Cranor
Mary Crichton
Chris Davey
James DeBoer
Jerry and Linda Dinan
Jim and Gloria Doherty
Allyn and Jack Donaugh
Mimi Doukas and Darci Rudzinski
Kaye Duncan
Julie Earnest
Andrew Eby
Eggpress
Martha Dixon Ehrenfeld
Joseph Ekstrand
Bruce and Cindy Ellison
Ender Family Fund of Triangle Community Foundation

Kevin Erdahl
Alicia Erdman
Margaret and Bob Evenson
Beth Faherty
Felton Properties
Finley Property Management
Douglas Fix
Paul and Laurie Flint
Anne and Todd Foster
Sunny and Troy Freeman
Joshua Freier
Holly Freres
Daniel and Leah Frye
Meghan Gabriel
Sean Gabrio
Zanley and Claire Galton
Mary Gardner
Catherine Garner
Michael Gentry
GeoPacific Engineering, Inc.
Craig Gibson
Danielle Gilbert
Sara and Dave Goodwin
Carolyn Graf
Kathleen Grant
Bonita Grossen
Cecelia and Caitlyn Hall
Kirk Hall
Anyeley Hallova
Julia Harrigan
William and Barbara Harris
Leslie Harsch
Eric Haskins
Kevin Hatcher-Ross
Lisa Heathman
Lisa Heigh
Jennifer Heldmann and McPherson Beall
Sherry Heying
Lisa Hillas
Stan Hillman
Dennis and Mary Hodge
Marilyn and Robert Hodson

Miles Hogan
Walter and Gretchen Hollands
Hollis K McMilan PC
Jenny Holman
Jean Holznagel
Albert Horn and Nancy Goodwin
Megan Hornby and Donald Keister
James and Carol Horton
Jessica Howe
William and Judith Howell
Susan Hubbuch
Patrick Huberty
Kris and Steve Hudson
Thomas Hughes and Frances D. Andersen
Joe Hughes
West Bearing Investment
Eric Jackson
Jeanne Jackson
Micah Jaffe
Nathan Jaster
Stephen J. Jeanson and Pam Jeanson
Janice Jessen and Marvin Wakefield
Kathleen and Wayne Johnson
Lauren and Christopher Johnson
Helen Jones
Janet Jump
Janice Kalberer
Allan Karsk
Keating Rodriguez Gratitude Fund
Rosemary Kenney
David Keys
Kinesis Inc.
Marsha and Jim Kitchen
Diantha Knott
David Kohler
Jeffrey Kraus
Allyson Krueger
Kate LaGrand and Marjinn Wall
Alex Lerza
Stephen and Mari Levesque
Mark and Karen Linehan
Reshell Livingston
George and Dolores Lizer
Richard Lovett
Tom and Aleene Lutz
Anne Lynch and Jim Anderson
Leila and Rod MacDonald
George and Mary Ann Machan
Anne Madden
Amy and David Manning
Theodore and Constance Marohn
Susan Matthes
Diane and Scott Mattox
Jean Maurer
Katharine McCoy
Scott and Kathleen McCurdy
Claire McGinnis
Molly McGlone
Justin McGowan
Lisa McGuire
Chris McInroe
Jorge Mendoza

Marietta Miick
Stephen Miller
George and Cherie Miller
Linda and Lawrence Monk
Janet Monnier
Anna-Marie Moore
Michael Moore
Dan Moore
Michael Moore
Jil Morby
Stacy Moritz
Timothy Morland
Maury Morse
Donna Moser
Katherine Moss
Moss Adams LLP
Kara Murray
Diane Murray-Fleck and Scott Fleck
Mari Nakama
Anupam and Judith Narayan
Hester Nau
Steven Nicholson
Dirk Noordijk
Patricia and Michael Nuttbrock
OBEC Consulting Engineers
Carol Ocheltree
Jessica O’Connell
Lori Olson
Jeff Olson
Marc Oppy
Stuart Orford
Tracy and Scott Oswald
Robert and Sue Ann Owens
Joy-Gay Pahl
Robert and Arlene Patten
Charles Peake
David and Anne Pearson
Burt Perry
Ann and Bob Phillips
Jennifer Pirice
Ariana Poniatowski
Caitlin Pope Daum
Portland Timbers
Portland Winterhawks
Robert and Carol Potter
Steven R. Powers and Ms. Trista Cornelius
Jonathan Pritchard
Zach Putnam
Barbara and Rob Radler
Mark and Leanne Redlinger
Richard Rees and John Holloran
Ryan Reilly
Matthew and Lisa Rhoades
Jacqueline Ritchie
Mary Lou Ritter
Bobby and Tommy Roberts
James L. and Kia Robinson
Danyel Rogers
Melody Rose
Rose City Park United Methodist Church
Kurt Rosenberg
Rotary Club of Clackamas
Jonathan Rubey  
David Rudolph  
Susan Scanlon  
Steve Schellenberg  
Lynn Schlessman  
Eric Schwarz and Mary Heagler  
Lisa Selman  
Tyler Sheils  
Art Shelly  
Carol Sherbenou  
Greg and Dale Silver  
David and Cindy Simon  
Stuart Skaug  
Judith and Brian Smith  
Theresa Smith  
Robert and Ann Sola  
Solid Ground Consulting  
David Sonsteng  
Peter Stalick  
Nick Stanton  
Joline Stapp  
Annette Steiner  
Kimberly Stephenson  
Mark and Amy Stoney  
Christy Struckman  
Dennis Sweeney  
Malia Tam Sing  
Adam Tazelaar  
Donald and Carol Templeton  
Texas Instruments  
The Hayden Joint Living Trust  
The Valdovinos-Carr Family Fund  
Christine Thelen  
Deborah Thomas  
Sandra and Marvin Thompson  
Katie Thompson  
Tina Wingfield Consulting  
Minh and Tien Tran  
Donald Trapp  
Nancy Tubbs  
Debra Turner  
University of Oregon  
Linda Valdez  
Eric Valentine and Rebecca Cyphers  
Ans A. Van Gent  
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program  
Marilyn and George Veomett  
Patricia Vrobel  
Andrea L. Wallace  
Russell and Janell Watt  
Aaron Watt  
Thomas Waung  
Brian Weaver  
Lawrence and Sharon Webb  
Dennis Webster  
Rick and Sharon Weijo  
Valerie Weiss  
Pamela and Patrick Werner  
Kathryn and Thomas Whittaker  
John and Karen Wied  
Mary Wilcox  
Laura Wiler  
Mark and Catrin Williams  
Steven Wilson  
Diana and Lawrence Wolff  
Hap Wong  
Alethea Work  
Rebecca Worrell  
Yandell Family Fund  
Yoga Refuge  
Mary A. Young  
Elizabeth M Zapata  
Karen Zink  
Mark Zivin

$250 - $499  
Brent Ahrend  
Airfilco Inc.  
Valerie and Will Aitchison  
David and Janell Alexander  
Kris and Mike Alman  
Muriel Amack  
Anchor QEA, LLC  
Andersen Construction  
Monica Ao-West  
Apple Inc.  
Marites Arieta  
Kathleen and James Arnold  
Amanda and Roderick Ashley  
Brad and Noeleen Ashton  
Cody Auger  
Laura Backer  
Jeremy and Kali Bader  
Grover and Susan Bagby  
Sharon Baker  
Lester Baker, Jr.  
Leslie Balderston  
Robert and Julia Ball  
Matthew Barbian  
Jane Barker  
Bennett and Heather Barnwell  
Nancy Batchelor  
Daniel and Carla Baugher  
Loren and Kathy Beach  
Louise Beauchamp  
Melinda Becker  
Howard Beckerman  
Vera Bennett  
Martha Bennett and Jeff Allen  
Brayden Bennett  
Pat and David Berkeley  
Jan Bernau  
Ruth Betancourt  
Todd Biggs  
Bike & Build Inc.  
Kris Billhardt  
Birdsong Realty LLC  
Linda S. Birth  
Amanda Black  
Wendy Black  
Black Walnut Inn  
Patricia Boehly  
Deborah Borchers  
Elinor Boroske  
Brian Borsch  
Mark Bosman  
Deborah and John Boutinen  
Valerie and Carson Bowler  
Thomas and Jeanne Bracken  
Susan D. Branch  
Stephen Brier  
Catherine B. Brinkman and Beto Dantas  
Lee Brixius  
Daniel and Lee Brixius  
Tim Brooks  
Anna Brown  
Douglas Buchner  
Bill Burgel and Charlotte Finn  
Patricia Burke  
Joseph and Mary Burns  
Martha Butler  
Mary Butler  
Shayna Butler  
Brooke Buxbaum  
John and Diane Calhoun  
Brady Campbell  
Kevin Campbell  
Canopy Portland  
Susan and Thomas Carter  
Janet Cartmill  
Deborah Carver  
Dr. Janice E. Casey and Dr. Bruce H. Blank  
Kelly Casperson  
Carol Caughey  
Timothy Chamberlin  
Patricia Chandler  
Whitney Chase  
Jeri Chavis  
Theavy Chhor  
Debra Chin  
Chinook Winds Casino Resort  
Alan and Bev Christie  
Marie Clark-Bassett  
Jeanelle S. Coleman  
Drew and Marisa Coleman  
Sue Collins-Larson  
Charles and Pat Collopy  
Karen Comstock  
Bill and Mary Lou Converse  
Joseph Cote and Kirstin Abel-Cote  
Anna Lisa Couturier  
James William Cox  
Nancy and Mike Cranston  
Cathryn T. Curran  
Thomas Daudistel  
Thomas Davidson  
Kerwin and Maureen Davis  
Deacon Charitable Foundation  
David and Wendy Del Mar  
Kimberly Delacy  
Delta Dental  
Shirley DeQuina  
Dev and Sumathi Devarajan  
Elizabeth and William Dixon  
Rebecca Dobosh
Mary and David Dohrrmann
Mary K. Dolson and Matthew F. Anthes-Washburn
Rob and Raelyn Dolton
Tom Doomer
Rachel and Andrew Downey
Fernande Duffy
Carol Duggan
Donald and Gail Dulio
Gwendolyn and Thomas Dulley
Ivy Dunlap
Verna and Melvin Dyck
Tom and Fran Dyke
Danielle Easton
Vida Lee Edera
Lois Ellmers
Erickson Incorporated
Teresa Everson
James Fadden and Connie Blumhardt-Fadden
Jean and Lyle Fagnan
Abraham Farkas
Peg Farrell
Ryan Feigelson
Valerie Fisher and Rodney Lewis
Jeff Fisher
Lynae Forbes and Glenn Forbes
Laura and Kevin Foster
Elizabeth Fosterman
Elizabeth and Eric Foxman
Edward and Eve Freeman
Page and Fletcher Frisch
Amanda Fritz
Charles and Kyle Fuchs
Virginia Funk
Betty Fyan
Barbara Garrett
Thomas and Carolyn Gavin
Ellen Gehringer
Shirley Gernhart
Gethsemane Lutheran Church
Dana Giardina
Susan and Gregg Giboney
Sally Gillette
David and Laury Girt
Marshall Glickman and Lisa Glickman
Stephen Gomez
Samantha Goodman
Jackie Gore
Jane Graybeal
Margaret Greer
Chris Gregg
David Grimsted
Francis Halpin
Jason Halstead and Robert Chapman
Ted and Elizabeth Hammad
Lewis Hampton
Hampton Inn & Suites
Lisa Hannah
John and Carolyn Harbison
Wayne and Pamela Harrel
Hiram Hashimoto
Harold and Ann Hassold
Alwin Hawkins
Linda Healy
Carole Hedstrom
George and Robin Helm
Susan and Marcus Hennessy
Laurie Hernandez
Mark Herron
Mark and Lori Hesse
Mary and Scott Hewitt
Alexandra Hirsch
Fredericka and James Hoeveler
Joyce Hoffacker
Michael Hogan
Mike and Katie Hogan
Thomas and Jane Hogan
Karl Holl
Andrew and Kelly Holtz
Fred Horning
Martin and Nan Houston
Colleen Howard
Brett Huistrom
Janey Hume
Leslee Hunt
Nam Huyhn
Ashley Natalya Imboden and Taylor Talmage
Carol Ingram
Daryl Jackson
Kate Jewett
Terry Johnson
Judith Johnson-Younce
Bette Johnsrud
Lynne and Craig Johnston
Louise Jones
Christopher Jones
Sarah Jonovic
Larry and Barbara Jorgenson
Britney Kalberer
Terry L. Kaliber and Ronald G. Swick
Nancy and Thomas Kelly
Diane Kenedy and Patrick Taylor
Donna and James Kennon
Alissa and Neal Keny-Guyer
Robert Kerr and Claire Randall
Heidi Kiani
Joe and Nadine Kincaid
Leah King
Nelson King
Rosemary Klein
Kenneth and Ingrid Klesh
Kohnstamm Family Foundation
Agnes and Thomas Kopy
Timothy Koski
Elizabeth Kozup and Michael Poley
Robert Krieger
Robin Krieger
Maxine Kuhnau
Dorothy LaDouceur
Jim M. Laubenthal
Julie and Macy Lawrence
Samuel and Gretchen Lawton
Sarah Layton
Ronald Lee
Donald and Victoria Lelefeld
Maureen Leonard and Dave Porter
Jude Lieberman
Paula Lilley
Elise M. Lind and Dan Wagner
Pamela Lindsay
Marilyn and Terry Lindsey
Josh R. Lipscomb
Alice and Jeff Lloyd
Rose Loe
Nancy Loss
Jennifer Lyke
Lynchwood Christian Church
Judy Lyons
Dan Magner
Timothy and Katie Magney
William and Lanie Magorian
Judy and David Maguire
Sandra Mahan
Janice Mallory
Matthew J. Mallory
Darren Marsden
Anna Marti and Vinn Arjuna Marti
Nancy and Kenneth Martin
Stacy Mason and Guy Kyle
Michael and Barbara Masterson
David and Judy McAlfee
Leslie McCall
Edward McClaran
Thomas and Karen McClung
Christine and Dennis McClure
Kathy McCourt
Carrie and Chris McHale
Sam McLean
Juliane Mckim
Chris McLaughlin
Ryan McLellan
Marjorie McRae
Mikal Mele
Braulio Mendez
Constance Merbott
Donald and Marcia Meyer
Douglas Meyer
Jeni Meyer
Debi and Keith Meyers
John Miller
Lois Mock
Patti Moller
Robert and Dolores Moore
Madeline Moore
Clint Moran
Marisa Morby
James Morgan
Carol Morgan
Nate and Maria Morrison
Multnomah County Gives
Scott Murphy
Deborah Musser
Jennifer Napierala
Colleen Naughtin and Ron Turker
Paula and David Neher
Rachel New
Donors and Supporters FY2020

Habitat for Humanity Portland/Metro East

New Deal Distillery
Kathie Newby
John and Elesa Newell
Scott Nichols
Richard and Beverly North
Courtney Nye
Leslie Nyquist
David O’Brien
MaryLynn O’Brien
Robert and Katherine Okano
Dee and Dave Olcott
Ronald Oliver
June Olson
Rebecca Oltman
Matt and Teresa O’Neill
Steven OpBroek
Anne Orwig
Michael Orzen
Pacific Ridge Capital Partners, LLC
Matthew Parker and Patrick Hassenfritz
Lindsay and Marcus Parks
Jana S. Partee and Kris Johnston
Roger Paulson
Juliana Pearson
Steven and Carol Pearson
John and Amy Pedersen
Daniel Pettit
Julie and David Peyton
Steven Phan
David and Robin Phillips
L. Pliska
Sally Potcher
Bruce Polonsky
Portland’s Culinary Workshop
Rocio Proano
Kathleen Profitt
Provenance Hotels
James Quist
William Rabiega
Rory Read
Joanne Reams
Earl Redding
Shannon Reed
David and Linly Rees
Susan and Lawrence Rein
Yolanda Reyes-de-Oehler
Amy Rhew
Charles and Barbara Rhyne
Sandra and Jay Richard
Jaime Richmond
Heidi Rinkel
Diana and Alberto Rinkevich
Melinda Riswold
RiverPlace Hotel
Mary M. Rix
Douglas and Cindy Robertson
Laurette Robertson
Jason and Stefanie Rogers
Jonathan Rogers
Robin Rolfe
Anna and Steve Rose
Jim and Shannon Rose
Daniel Rosenberg
Angelyn Ross
Patty Ross
Penny and David Rossman
Steve and Pat Rosvold
Audrey Rozell
Kyle Rugg
Carol Ryder-Fox
Carrie Saito
Nathan Sasaki
Hans and Ruth Saucier
Valerie Scatena and Roger Herndon
Emily Scavarda
Carmen M. Schleiger
Libby and Chad Schraufnagel
Seattle Mariners
Mark and Denise Seligman
Dianne Seward
Devora Shamah
Elaine Shevlin
Anna Shook
AJ Simpson
Jonathan Singer
Ellen Skinner
Matthew and Jessica Smedley
Christina Smestad
Tim Smigiel
Edward Smith and Cheryl Nally
Lawrence Smith
Catherine and Roger Smith
H. Thomas Smith
Kimberly Smith-Cupani
James Solso
Rocic Sommer
Thomas and Rebecca Sondag
Mary Lou Soscia
Shaffer Spaeth
Kimberly Spangler
St. Michael & All Angels Church
Darsee Staley
Barbara J. Stavig-Doane and Bradley C. Doane
Alan Stoebig
Leigh Stoller
Jill and Sean Stone
Mary Ellen Summer
Shirley and John Sutton
Richard and Mollie Swift
Alice Talbott
Christine Tanner and Lisa Chickadonz
Hillary Taylor
Ruth Teays
Katherine Tennyson
The Heathman Hotel
Laurie Thomas
Sara Thomas
Becky Thompson
Jeri and Ralph Thonstad
Valerie Tomasi
Joan Tromp van Holst
Lee and Hilary Tyler
US Bancorp Foundation-Matching Gift

Program
Thomas Vance and Lyudmila Le
Eric and Brenna Vaughn
Martin Voge
William Vollmer
Annette and Robert Wade
Robert Wade
Roberta and Richard Wald
Lindsay Walker
Jeanette Warner
Reinier Warschauer
Linda and Neil Waters
Laura Watson
BJ Weaver
Myrlie Weems
Eric and Penny Werner
Marilee and John Wetten
Gordon and Leanna Wiens
Lyne Wikoff
Ryan and Kelley Wilde
Brandon Wilhite
Martha Williams
Crystal Williams
Melinda Winkelhake
Deborah Wood
Jeana Woolley
Helen and Michael Worthington
Susan Wright
Audrey Yoo
Duncan and Sarah York
Georgia Young
Carol and Gerry Young
Ellen Zientek
Jacob Zivin and Amanda Maynard
Board of Directors – FY20

CHAIR
Julie Frantz
Multnomah County Circuit Court Judge

SECRETARY
Michelle Da Rosa
The Law Office of Michelle D. Da Rosa

VICE CHAIR
Mark New
N&N Real Estate Services

TREASURER
Jon Bowdoin
Deloitte

PAST CHAIR
Dawn Holden
Banner Bank

PRESIDENT & CEO
Steve Messinetti
Habitat for Humanity Portland/Metro East

CHAIR
Gail Baker
Cambia Health

Yasmine Foroud
Windermere Realty Trust

Jennifer Quist
Holler Hospitality

Jonah Bennett
Dunn Carney LLP

Eileen Frack
Daimler Trucks North America

Traci Rieckmann
Greenfield Health

Kabir Bhatia
Bridge Works Capital

Ian Gordon
Elara Caring

James (Jay) L. Robinson III
Kaiser Permanente

Nat Borchers
NDB Real Estate

Reggie Guyton
State Farm

Melody Rose
Chancellor at Nevada System of Higher Education

Rich Brown
Bank of America

Noma Hanlon
HB Design

Ryan Ross
Williams Sonoma Inc.

Kevin Erdahl
The Standard

Lauren Noecker Robert
NBP Capital, LLC

Mark Waller
Bridge Works Capital

Ambassador Council

Habitat Ambassadors are leaders in our community helping Habitat to engage likeminded friends and colleagues to explore strategic partnerships, raise funds, and advocate for issues vital to Habitat’s work. They represent a wide array of professions, sectors, and career paths and are passionate about making Portland a better city for all.

Cupid Alexander
Alison Arella
Isaura Ascensio
Christopher Brown
James Burnham
Charley Burns
Nina Byrdowski Co-Chair

Lindsey Campbell
Jessica Flores
Meghan Gabriel
Elle Halliburton
Chelsea Leenhouts
Matthew Lewis
Lauren Matosziuk

Abby Miller
Rachel New
Steven Phan Co-Chair
Joshua Rief
AJ Simpson
Jessica Standley

Women Build CREW

Women Build creates space for women and girls to learn, build, and lead. The CREW stands for “Connecting Resources to Empower Women” and is helping to fuel Women Build’s work in Portland.

Shelly Brown
Mel George
Leslie Johnson
Jennie Kalberer

Nancy Lee
Joanna Nowak
Christiana Smith Shi
Laurie Thomas

Susie Vischer
Karen Wolf
Carpenter’s Club

Thank you to all those in our Carpenter’s Club who gave a monthly contribution. Monthly donations keep our work moving forward year-round.

Jessica Abel
Barbara A. Adamski and Peter Nagelvoort
Lucinda Agre
Brent Ahrend
Carolyn Akimseu
Holly Alexander
Nancy Allan
Leigh and Trevor Allen
Kathleen Anders
Elizabeth Anderson
Kathleen Anderson
Kristal and Todd Anderson
Mary Angerman
Amanda and Roderick Ashley
Bryan Atkinson
Sally Baker
Susan Barnett
Marilyn Bateman
Rick and Joyce Beadnell
Louise Beauchamp
Melinda Becker
Mirjami and Eric Bergman
Henry and Sandy Berry
Alexander Bertolucci
Ruth Betancourt
Toija and William Beutler
Nancy Bishop
Jeff and Erin Fitzpatrick-Bjorn
Wendy Black
Brina Bolan
Kurt and Elizabeth Bonar
Phil and Ruth Bonfiglio
Mark Bosnian
Marilyn Bowman
Bryan Boyle
Marsha Brockmeyer
Terri and Dan Browning
Douglas Buchner
Patricia Burke
Elizabeth Burns-Jones
Anthony Butchart
Andrea Carlson
Mary Caselli
Carolina Castaneda Del Rio
Elisa Catanzarite
Timothy Chamberlin
Ling Chan
Patricia Chandler
Charles and Christine Chapman
Whitney Chase
Jeri Chavis
Sarah Chenv
Richard and Victoria Christen
Ann Christensen and Andrew Chernin
Alissa Collins
Sue Collins-Larson
Corinna Condon
Jeremy Cook
Eileen Corren
Melissa Corsetti
Joseph Cote and Kirstin Abel-Cote
Leslie Couch
Karen Cowan
Jeff and Kim Cox
Steve C. Cox and Vikki Mee
Michael Cranor
Nancy and Mike Cranston
Karen Crouchley
David Cunningham
Bill Cunningham
Michelle and Antonio Da Rosa
Diane Davis
Dussie Davis
Sharon Dawson
Marisol and Justin Delaney
Shayna Denny
Charlotte Dieterich
Rebecca Dobosh
Ann Dodds
Debora Doell
Laura Doll
Mary K. Dolson and
Mathew F. Anthes-Washburn
Kaitlin Dover
Sara Drenzek
Kaye Duncan
Barbara Duran
Lynn Duron
Verna and Melvin Dyck
Tom and Fran Dyke
Julie Earnest
Bettylou Ey
Ronald Emig
Charles Ensign
Gene Estabrook
Peg Farrell
Jeffrey Feiffer
Paul and Laurie Flint
Elizabeth Fosterman
Lee Furlong
Owen S. Gabbert
Ellen Gehringer
Dana Giardina
Susan and Gregg Giboney
Danielle Gilbert
Joel Gillard
Sally Gillette
Brian J. Gjurgevich
Kathleen Glover
Ian and Michele Gordon
Joanne and George Gornick
DeAnn and Thomas Grant
Lynn Greenword
Bonita Grossen
John Gurnick
Jaime Arb Haessig
John and Karen Hahn
Rachel Haig
William Hall
Katie Hamm and Tony Frey
Valerie and John Harrington
Mary Harrison
Hiram Hashimoto
Brad and Susan Hathaway
Karen Hawkins
Lisa Heigh
Mark Herron
Tracey Hicks
Lisa Hillas
Dennis and Mary Hodge
Thomas and Jane Hogan
Dawn and Scott Holden
Megan Hornby and Donald Keister
Martin and Nan Houston
Colleen Howard
Brett Hulstrom
Reverend Leland Hunefeld and
Ms. Margaret Lofsvold
Susan and Michael Moran
Mary Anne Huseby
Ashley Natalya Imboden and Taylor Talmage
Eric Jackson
Daryl Jackson
Nancy Jacobson
Jean and Roger Jennings
Lauren and Christopher Johnson
Ansel and Susan Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Judi Johnson-Younce
Bette Johnsrud
Katherine Joseph
Janet Jump
Pamela Kambur
Joe Kaufman
Nicole Kemen
Diane Kenedy and Patrick Taylor
Erika J. Kennel
Robert Kerr and Claire Randall
Heidi Kiani
Joe and Nadine Kincaid
Marsha and Jim Kitchen
Rosemary Klein
Sharon and Ed Koenig
Timothy Koski
Elizabeth Kozup and Michael Poley
Peter and Hannah Kramer
Bryant Kraus
Allyson Krueger
Maxine Kuhnau
Kendra Lackey
Dorothy LaDouceur
David Landrum
Kevin Laubacher
Kathryn Q. Leathers
Ronald Lee
Kathleen and Mark Lee
Jennifer Lehr
Kenneth Leighton
Maureen Leonard and Dave Porter
Lois Leveen and Chuck Barnes
Matthew and Cindy Lewis
Scott Likely
J. Patrick Lindgren
Pamela Lindsay
Anne and Craig Lindsay
Kyle Linhares
Josh R. Lipscomb
Steve and Michaela Lipsey
Steve and Sally Logan
Courtney Lovell
Leila and Rod MacDonald
Dan Magner
William and Lanie Magorian
Matthew J. Mallory
Janice Mallory
Roberta Mansfield
Elaine Marcus
Anna Marti and Vinn Arjuna Marti
Laura Martin
Angela M. Martin
Stacy Mason and Guy Kyle
Lauren Matosziuk
Diane and Scott Mattox
Leslie McCall
Ruth and Craig McClanahan
Christine and Dennis McClure
Steve and Laurie McDowell
Molly McGlone
Carrie and Chris McHale
Heidi A. McIsaac
Marcia McKeen
Julie McKee
Juliane McKim
Arthur McNett
Marjorie McRae
Tory McVay
Steven and April Messinetti
James and Jennifer Meurer
Abby Miller
Patti Moller
Steven and Judith Mondero
Anna-Marie Moore
Dan Moore
Marisa Morby
Jil Morby
James Morgan
Maury Morse
Donna Moser
Victor Muniz
John and Carol Munson
Cheryl Myers
Mari Nakama
Colleen Naughtin and Ron Turker
Scott Nichols
Janell and Mark Niemann-Ross
Patricia and Michael Nuttbrock
Leslie Nyquist
Mary Lynn O’Brien
Rose M. Ojeda
Robert and Katherine Okano
Lori Olson
Matt and Teresa O’Neill
Steven OpBroek
Eric Oswald
Tracy and Scott Oswald
Jennifer Overbay
Lindsay and Marcus Parks
Jana S. Partee and Kris Johnston
Jane S. Paulson and Helen White
Charmagne Pearson
Jordan and Michael Perman
David and Robin Phillips
Cindy Prator
Kathleen Proffit
Annette Pronk
Jennifer Quist
John Rago
Frankie and Warren Rathbun
Kenneth Ray
Sandell Reichard
Jaime Richmond
Ellen Ridgeway
Joshua and Chelsia Rief
Emily Rios
Mary Lou Ritter
Bobby and Tommy Roberts
Douglas and Cindy Robertson
Jason and Stefanie Rogers
Jim and Shannon Rose
Anna and Steve Rose
Audrey Rozell
Jean Rychlik
Margaret Salazar
Sandra Sampeor
Gertrude and Stephen Sargent
Ted Scheinman
Steve Schellenberg
Carmen M. Schleiger
Jillian Schoene
Devora Shamah
David Sheern
Mary Shepherd
Anna Shook
Kristin Siess
John and Elisabeth Silliman
Greg and Dale Silver
Theresa Smith
Edward Smith and Cheryl Nally
Kimberly Smith-Cupani
Brooke Snelling
David Sonsteng
Kathleen Spike
Lee Spiker
Katherine Srinivasan
Rod Stafford
David and June Stahly
Geneva Stegemoller
Patricia and Paul Steger
Deborah Stein
Mark and Amy Stoney
Christy Struckman
Karen Stubblefield
Kate and Danny Sullivan
Mary and Ernest Swartz
Emily Swensen
Alice Talbott
Christine Tanner and Lisa Chickadonz
Teri Taylor
Katherine Tennyson
Christine Thelen
Laurie and Kent Thomas
Sara Thomas
Cheryle Timm
Lisa Timmerman
Kay Tousley
Lani Townsend
Lee and Hilary Tyler
David Van Raden
Susan and Lewis Van Winkle
Lisa Veber
George and Marilyn Veomett
L. Susan Vischer
William Vollmer
Annette and Robert Wade
Leslie and Suzanne Wardenaar
Jeanette Warner
Laura Watson
Bill and Hilda Welch
Paula Welshons
Doris Werkman and Douglas Persson
Mark and Catrin Williams
Louis J. Williams
Chuck and Geri Willis
Sally and Larry Wilson
Pete and Courtney Woodside
Jeana Woolley
Roselle Wright
Marcos and Beth Wright-Kuhns
India Wynne
Beatrice Yanazzo
Stephanie Yao Long
Mary A. Young
Carol and Gerry Young
Liz Young
Elizabeth M Zapata
Giovanna Zivny
Finley Property Management
Birdsong Realty LLC
Cornerstone Society

Cornerstone Society members are individuals who help build the foundation for all we do. They gave $5,000 or more in the past fiscal year, helping Habitat buy land and materials, mobilize volunteers, and provide affordable mortgages to qualified families with low-incomes.

Leigh and Trevor Allen  
Jonathan and Deanne Ater  
Steve and Dannel Beadnell  
Jonathan and Julie Bennett  
Tim and Mary Boyle  
Charles and Molly Burns  
Julie Chapman  
Tom and Molly Clarey  
Truman Collins  
Gary and Penny Combs  
Kari and Trask Court  
Michelle and Antonio Da Rosa  
Harry and Kaaren Demorest  
Kari Easton and Tom Koehler  
William and Tammy Ellis  
Jinx Faulkner and Paul Koehler  
Chris and Lana Finley  
Ryan and Mary Finley  
Richard and Sharon Firsich  
Elizabeth and Michael Fitzpatrick  
Yasmine Foroud  
Julie Frantz  
David and Katie Gold  
Ian and Michele Gordon  
Ronald and Nancy Gronowski  
Noma Hanlon and Gail Snow  
Vivian Headings  
Dawn and Scott Holden  
Jennie Kalberer and Kelly Saito  
Jim and Sue Kelly  
Andrea King  
Peter and Noel Koehler  
Jeff Lang and Rae Svendgard  
Joanna Lee  
Nancy Lee  
Julie Leuvrey  
Tim and Kathryn Mahaffy  
Judge Malcolm F. Marsh  
Lauren Matosziuk  
Janeen and Malcolm McAninch  
Rex and Joan Medlen  
Sharon and Earl Mershon  
Bradley Miller  
James and Melanie Milner  
Jill Nasser  
Susan Near  
Mark New  
Janell and Mark Niemann-Ross  
Lauren Noecker Robert  
Jennifer Quist  
Cathy Reines  
Robert and Marilyn Ridgley  
Mark Rittenbaum  
Sabrina Rokovitz and Leslie Johnson  
Brian and Jennifer Simmons  
Amy and Carl Singmaster  
Natalie Smith  
Christiana Smith Shi  
Charlie and Darci Swindells  
Michael and Jennifer Tanguay  
Jeanette and Kevin Thomas  
Martha Tolar  
Tobi Travis  
David and Christine Vernier  
Donna Wardenaar  
Joe Weston  
Jennifer Young  
Jay and Diane Zidell  
Charlene Zidell  
Paul Zimmerman and Sandi Serling

Legacy Society

Legacy Society members have made plans to benefit Habitat for Humanity Portland/Metro East by naming Habitat as beneficiaries in their will.

Gerry and Jory Abrams  
Sandra Adams and Raymond Sirchie  
Jeanne Arbow  
Greg Byles  
Patricia Byrd  
Marcia Dunham  
John and Marilyn Faherty  
Bob and Barbara Fankhauser  
Marjory Fischer  
Elizabeth and Michael Fitzpatrick  
Leonard Fritsche  
Ronald and Nancy Gronowski  
Noma Hanlon and Gail Snow  
Douglas and Sharon Hawley  
Michael Helwig  
Albert Horn and Nancy Goodwin  
Suzanne E. James  
Janet Jones  
Christopher and Mary Kent  
Robin Krieger  
Joe Lebzelter and Glenda Chaite  
Jana and Dick Lytle  
Janice McCargar  
Marcia McKean  
Laura and Steve Mehren  
Ginny and Trevin Miller  
Merryl Mix  
Gina Moyer  
Janell and Mark Niemann-Ross  
Roger Olleman  
Mary Overgaard and David Cook  
Jeanette Pontius  
Joni Portmann  
Richard Rook  
Margaret Ryan  
Carrie Saito  
Carol E. Tracy  
Benjamin and Elaine Whiteley  
Alice Wiewel  
D. Carl Yackel  
Kenneth Yeats  
Jennifer Young  
Ralph and Carolyn Younger  
Ann Zawaski and Helena Lee  
Hugh & Mair Lewis Charitable Fund
Golden Hammer

Thank you to the many volunteers who supported Habitat at our build sites, ReStores, or in the office. The following individuals each volunteered over 100 hours between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020.

Habitat for Humanity Portland/Metro East

Reed Adamson  Gary Genseal  Bruce Newton  Manus O’Donnell
John Andreotti  Carolyn Graf  Carol  Stuart Orford
Susan Barnett  Will Harper  Joni Portmann  Garry Schuman
Deborah Carver  George Helm  Rebecca Tavish  Gary Thompson
Pete Conklin  Reyna Hernandez  Joe Tushner  Arch Walters
Bill Cunningham  Bob Hrdlicka  Dick Firsich  Robert Drummey
Robert Drummey  Jake Jacobs  Fastival  Edward Epp
Edward Epp  Leslie Johnson  Gary Genseal  Bill Cunninghame
Dick Firsich  David Krug  Carolyn Graf  Robert Drummey
Priscilla Frost  Keith Kunerth  Will Harper  Dick Firsich
Kim Funge  Larry Lee  Robert Megli  Dick Firsich
Ruthy Gambell  

ReStore

Amada Acostaz  Markale Fowlkes  Kevin McDaniel  Crisanto McDonald
Zeinab Ali  Sheri Fraelich  Mike McNulty  Mike McNulty
Marcus Allan  Thor Frommerherz  David Mehta  David Mehta
Garion Anderson  Genet Gemeda  Sebastian meske  Sebastian meske
Mohamed Assaf  Angela Gilmore  Ashley Metz  Ashley Metz
Jessica Baker  Luis Gomez  Natalie Mindra  Natalie Mindra
Adora Ballez  Isy Gonzalez  Cha Moo  Cha Moo
Calvin Bellomo  Maria Gonzalez  Sheeku Moo  Sheeku Moo
Petty Blake  
Laura Bonacorsi  Vladimir Griswold  J Mosser  J Mosser
MarQuise Brazile  Goldman & Associates  Rando Mursal  Rando Mursal
Steven Caffey  Daniil Guzenko  Cameron Nace  Cameron Nace
Marvin Carrero  Gary Haas  Janet Naing  Janet Naing
Marissa Casillas  Stanley Harrison  Thalia Najera  Thalia Najera
Abraham Castro  Curtis Hibbert  Jenna Nguyen  Jenna Nguyen
Central City Concern  
Oleksandr Cheban  Bobby Hoard  Karen Nicola  Karen Nicola
Juliya Cheredayko  Abdullalah Hussein  Nike  Nike
Carlos Chipes  Brook Jeffries  
Pat Clay  Kimberlee Jenkin  Diana Orozco  Diana Orozco
Austin Clevenger  Cain Johnson  Michael Osieck  Michael Osieck
Steve Coffman  Jimmy Jones  Dustin Pack  Dustin Pack
Tamera Culbertson  La Di Say Kar  Randy Paugels  Randy Paugels
Dennis Cusick  Kelsey Kline  Stephanie Payne  Stephanie Payne
Nat Dale  Chloe Kneedler  Kory Peebles  Kory Peebles
Shamsa Dayah  David Kohler  Ann Peloquin  Ann Peloquin
Kevin Di Pietro  Jordan Laheyene  Asim Phillips  Asim Phillips
Stacy Dreith  Elizabeth Lally  Merna Poles  Merna Poles
Ashley Ellison  Devin Lee  Nick Potter  Nick Potter
Oregon Episcopal School  Alexandra Leon  Dan Power  Dan Power
Ray Erickson  Kristen Lowe  Richard Reiter  Richard Reiter
Ben Esplin  Dianna Markle  Jayden Rice  Jayden Rice
Gilma Evans  Debbie Martin  Marcella Robin  Marcella Robin
Ronald Ford  Dominiq May  Maggie Ross  Maggie Ross
ReStore Golden Hammer Continued

Darrelene Ruybalid  
Craig Sackett  
Christina Sanford  
Dennis Scheuerell  
Crystal Scott  
Fuaiupolu Singh  
Sha’Nyah Smith  
Cynthia Stead  
Rose (James) Stocks

Julia Sugnet  
Darryl Swearingen  
Rachel Taatuaa  
Robert Taylor  
Aseffa Teshome  
Albert Tester  
Tony Thao  
Oletha Wade-Matthews  
Theresa Walelu

Jonathon Wall  
Tony Washington  
Chanel Wilson  
DyAnne Wood  
Judy Woods